
The Great Pencil 
Balancing Trick

Ms. Cummins’ Fabulous First Grade 
Class



Question
How can we balance a pencil on a 
popsicle stick using a metal wire and 
counterweights?



Hypothesis
Most kids were not sure how on earth this way going to work. Only a few brave 
kids wanted to share, most just wanted to give it a try. 

“That’s impossible unless it’s on the side” Lukas & Bella

“We’ll have to use counterweights” Moises



Materials

● Sharpened Pencils
● Metal Wire 
● 2 counterweights (aka clothespins)
● Popsicle sticks
● Masking tape to tape the popsicle on each table



Experiment

1. Gather materials
2. Wrap wire around pencil, make sure it’s tight. 
3. Try counterweights in different positions. 
4. Test it out on the popsicle stick, does it 

balance?



Data/Results
Not Quite Balanced

● Straight wire on both sides,  Bella

● Counterweights on eraser and not on the wire,  Moises

● Wire wrapped really tightly around the pencil and even the                                               
counterweights, balanced on the side but not on the point. Lukas

It worked!

● Two counterweights on each side, leaning a little,  Trinity

● “When it tilted diagonal it stays, like a seesaw: Ruby

● “Tiliting a little when the wire is  equal on both sides and balancing on the flat part of the lead works 
best” Elliott



Conclusion
“I used the wire and the counterweights. We pulled on one side to make it not lean” Moises

“When I wrapped wire around the pencil, I could get it to balance in the middle but not on 
the point” Misty

“The uneven wire made it tilt” Ruby

“ It would have been easier to balance on the eraser because it’s flat” Liliana

It really helped to practice balancing other things first so that we could use those good 
ideas to try to balance the pencil today. 


